
May 6, 2018 Next week: John 5:1-47

 

Main Point from Sunday’s sermon 
All need an encounter with Jesus and we need to 
work for a spiritual harvest.  

Now let’s RECAP. 

Re-Read John 4:1-42. What stands out to you? Key 
words, phrases, ideas? 

Look at the 7 highlights in the outline: 
1. Contrast between Nicodemus and the Woman 
2. This was a Divine Appointment 
3. Spiritual need, not cultural or customs 
4. Contrast between the Woman and Disciples 
5. Jesus’ teaching on evangelism 
6. Proof evangelism works 
7. The absolute capstone of the story 

-Is the emphasis upon the physical or the spiritual? 
-Does this mean the physical merely plays as the 
setting for this encounter?  
-What basic principle demonstrated here can we 
use in Bible study? 
 

Look for the spiritual significance, it supersedes the 
physical elements of the story.  

”There is no place in the harvest for lazy people. 
The work is too difficult and the laborers too few”. 
Warren Wiersbe (Implied: Don’t forget to show up 
as a laborer for the harvest!) 

“If we wait until prejudice, pettiness or 
procrastination are no longer issues, we will never 
enter the harvest.” Charles R. Swindoll 

What are your thoughts of when one should enter 
the harvest? Attitude alone is insufficient, we must 

not only be willing , but we must be committed to 
harvest.  
 

When is quitting time? When are we done 
harvesting so we can move on to other activities? 

Everyone has either had an encounter with Jesus, 
or needs to have an encounter with Jesus. Is John 
4 the proof, application, and result of John 3? 

Why did John assemble these chapters like he 
did? 

Jesus is contrasted to the disciples. The woman is 
contrasted with the disciples. Do you identify 
yourself with Jesus, the woman or the disciples? 

Are you aware of a tendency of yours to skip over 
harvest opportunities? 

What can you and what can we do about it? 

Evaluate the statement: Without faith, it is always 
the wrong time and the wrong place to witness. 

Lord, thank You for bringing us into audience with 
You, that we know who you are, why you came, 
and that you provided us the opportunity to rid the 
guilt and shame of our sin and have replaced it 
with Your eternal life.  

Now that we know You and have been brought 
into a relationship with you, we acknowledge our 
inability to save ourselves and rest completely on 
who You are, the Son of God, and what You have 
done, died on the cross taking my sin upon You, 
that through faith I could receive forgiveness of my 
sin and the gift of eternal life. 

We now acknowledge together we want to love, 
honor and live for You as your Word instructs. Help 
us, increase our faith that now is the right time, 
here is the right place for us to step up and 
proclaim, “we have come to be Your laborers, 
working in Your harvest.
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